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Abstract
We estimate a stochastic life-cycle model of endogenous health spending, asset accumulation, and
retirement to investigate the causes behind the increase in health spending and longevity in the
United States over the period 1965–2005. Accounting for changes over time in taxes, transfers,
Social Security, income, health insurance, smoking and obesity, and technological progress, we
estimate that technological progress is responsible for half of the increase in life expectancy over
the period. Substantial growth in health spending over the period is largely the result of growth
in economic resources and the generosity of health insurance, with a modest role for medical
technological progress. The growth in spending does not come from changes in a single source,
but sources jointly interacted to increase spending: complementarity effects explain up to 26.3% of
the increase in health spending. Overall, for those born in 1940, the combined changes in resources
and health insurance that occurred over the period are valued at 35.7% of lifetime consumption.
(JEL: I10, I38, J26)
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1. Introduction

The growth of health spending is a constant preoccupation of policy makers around
the world. In the United States, real per capita personal health-care spending in 2005
was 5.2 times what it was in 1965 (in constant 2005 dollars, $5,370 vs. $1,032).1 What
accounts for this rise? The usual suspects are income growth, the increasing generosity
of health insurance, and technological progress in health care (Newhouse 1992).

Technology may also have significantly improved longevity. Compared to 1965,
a 25-year-old man could expect to live 6.3 additional years in 2005.2 Technological
change is the leading explanation for this increase (Cutler, Deaton, and Lleras-Muney
2006a). Indeed, there is substantial evidence that technological innovation has saved
lives (Cutler, Rosen, and Vijan 2006b; Skinner and Staiger 2015).3 Technological
progress may therefore lead to both higher spending and longevity.

Although improvements in medical technology could increase lifespans, it is not
a priori clear that they should also increase medical spending. Preferences must be
consistent with higher spending when technology improves (Hall and Jones 2007).
New treatments can be more costly than older ones but yield better health outcomes,
in which case health spending will increase if individuals accept to pay the additional
cost. Newer technologies can also be less costly and more productive than older
ones, leading to both cost savings and improved health outcomes. Still, even less
costly technologies might increase spending as a result of a treatment expansion effect
(Cutler and McClellan 2001): new technology may allow new subgroups of patients to
be treated effectively, perhaps as a result of the inability of older treatments to do so.
Hence, the overall effect of technological progress on health spending can be either
positive or negative.

In this paper, we seek to understand what drives both the rise in health spending
and in longevity, and what role technology may have played in this. We study this
question in the context of a model of health spending, savings, and retirement in a rich
environment with uncertainty regarding health, earnings, and mortality. The model is
built on the idea that health is a stock that agents invest in because it provides utility
benefits (directly, but also by increasing time that can be devoted to leisure or work) and
because it prolongs life. We model earnings and wealth as financial resources influence
medical spending, health, and mortality. We model health insurance status as this
affects the effective “price” of endogenous health investments. We model endogenous
employment status (including retirement and benefit claiming) as it affects earnings

1. National Health Expenditure Accounts (2016).

2. Human Mortality Database (an expected age of death of 76.4 in 2005, compared to 70.1 in 1965).

3. Cutler, Rosen, and Vijan (2006b) suggest that 70% of the decline in mortality rates can be attributed
to declining mortality from cardiovascular risk, an area where technological innovation has drastically
changed the way patients are treated. Skinner and Staiger (2015) investigate the evolution of survival
across hospitals with different levels of technology for treating heart attacks and show that the largest gains
were observed in hospitals where diffusion of technology, measured by the use of new and more efficient
treatments, was the fastest.
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and income transfers, and both employment status (e.g., employment or retirement)
and earnings are an important determinant of insurance status (e.g., Medicaid). Further,
health and mortality influence labor-force participation decisions, generating important
relations between health, income, and wealth. Although we take technological progress
as exogenous (and estimate its rate), we model endogenous health, health spending,
and longevity, as these are arguably endogenous and our prime variables of interest.
This approach allows us to integrate, in a single model, the determinants of both health
spending and health/longevity.

To investigate the drivers behind the increase in health spending and longevity over
the period of interest, we estimate the model’s parameters on data for a representative
cohort (born in 1940) that lived through a period of rapid growth in health-care spending
and gains in longevity. To disentangle the possible role of technology and trends in
the generosity (effective price) of health insurance, we seek to account for institutional
factors and trends therein over the period that are likely to have affected health,
health spending and longevity. In both the estimation and simulation, we account for
important changes experienced by the 1940 cohort in earnings growth, federal tax
rates, payroll tax rates for Social-Security and Medicare, government transfers to the
poor, the Social-Security replacement rate, changes in the coinsurance rate of job-tied,
private and government health plans, the rate of growth in medical technology, and
trends in smoking and obesity. In estimation, we allow for all these institutional (and
other) factors to change over time.

We then create a population model using the parameter estimates and changes in
institutions over time to simulate outcomes for the 2005 population. We perform a
number of counterfactual simulations to uncover the relative importance of various
sources of growth in both health spending and longevity.

Estimates of preference parameters such as risk aversion and time preference
are consistent with existing evidence from savings and retirement models. Other
parameter estimates imply sensible estimates of price and income elasticities of health
spending. The model fits well both the cohort and the population distribution on various
dimensions (mortality, health spending, etc.) as well as the gradient in health between
socioeconomic status (SES) groups.

The estimated model enables counterfactual simulations. We estimate that medical
productivity has increased at a rate of 0.7% per annum over the 1965 to 2005 period.
The improvements in medical technology explain roughly half of the gain in life
expectancy over the period and are worth 7% of lifetime consumption to the 1940
cohort.

A second result is that growth in health spending is largely the result of growth
in economic resources, driven by growth in income, but also by changes in taxation,
Social Security, and retirement benefits, and by the increasing generosity of health
insurance over the period 1965–2005. The benefit of income changes and more
generous insurance are worth, respectively, 22.9% and 7.1% of lifetime consumption
to the 1940 cohort.

A third result is evidence of substantial complementarity between these factors.
On their own, income, health insurance, and technology explain less than two thirds
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of the increase in health spending. The remaining portion is due to complementarity
effects. In particular, the complementarity effect on health spending is mostly due to the
interaction between changes in income (economic resources) and insurance, whereas
complementarity effects that involve technology are small. However, complementarity
between technology and income and between technology and insurance contribute to
gains in longevity. The model thus highlights that the increase in health spending does
not come from changes in a single source, but that these sources jointly interacted to
increase spending. Overall, for those born in 1940, the combined changes that occurred
over the period imply a welfare benefit equal to 35.7% of lifetime consumption.

A number of recent papers also feature endogenous health investments. These
models differ in important respects from ours, in particular in formulation, methods
employed, and research questions investigated. Hall and Jones (2007) build a model
that does not feature uncertainty, nor does it account for labor-supply decisions and
health insurance. Another important distinction is that we model health as a dynamic
process in the spirit of Grossman (1972). DeNardi et al. (2010) assume survival is
exogeneous to health investments and focus on retired households.

In order to simultaneously model health spending and survival, our model explicitly
endogenizes the effect of health spending on survival. This makes the model more
complicated to solve, but endogenous spending is a crucial ingredient to study the joint
evolution of health spending and longevity. As suggested by Hall and Jones (2007)
and Galama and van Kippersluis (2019), the ability to postpone death (endogeneous
mortality) is a crucial driver of investment in health.

Macro models such as Suen (2005) are calibrated and focus on representative
agents, whereas Cole, Kim, and Krueger (2019) consider a model with endogeneous
effort (exercise) to investigate the effect of health insurance in terms of insurance
benefits and long-run incentive effects. Instead, we estimate preferences and
technology jointly, using microdata, which allows us to quantify the sources of growth
in both spending and in longevity.

Hugonnier, Pelgrin, and St-Amour (2013) and Pelgrin and St-Amour (2016) also
estimate models of health investments using micro-data. However, compared to their
setting, we additionally allow for a rich environment featuring detailed Social Security
benefit claiming and associated decisions along with a retirement decision (Social
Security benefit claiming and labor–force participation). Allowing for retirement may
be important as it is another margin of adjustment for agents (Galama et al. 2013),
whereas changes in Social Security over the period require us to model that dimension
of the life-cycle decision problem.

We are not aware of other life-cycle models that include these five endogeneous
decisions (consumption, health investment, labor-market participation, whether or not
to claim Social Security, and the optimal duration of life) in a rich life-cycle setting.4

4. Other papers are less closely related to ours. Blau and Gilleskie (2008) consider a model of retirement
choices where health investments are modeled using doctor visits. They focus on understanding the role
of changes in health insurance on employment of older men and their model does not include savings
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As discussed earlier, these, and the trends therein, are important potential drivers of
health spending and longevity to be jointly investigated.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present the
model, which we estimate in Section 3 on microdata. We discuss results and various
implications of the model in Section 4.2. In Section 5, we perform counterfactual
simulations to analyze the drivers of the increase in health spending over the period.
Section 6 concludes.

2. Model

We start with an overview of the model and the setting in which the agent
operates (Section 2.1). Next we describe in detail the agent’s preferences for health,
consumption, leisure and for bequeathing wealth to heirs (Section 2.2), the resources
at his disposal (Section 2.3), the health-production process (Section 2.4), the modeling
of technological progress (Section 2.5), and last, we specify the optimization problem
to be solved (Section 2.6).

2.1. Setting

We focus on men (also referred to as male heads of households) to avoid the additional
complexity of having to model career interruptions and the significant changes in the
extent and nature of female labor supply over the period. We build the model for
the cohort born in 1940. The model starts at age a D 25 in the year t D 1965 and
ends when a simulated individual dies. The 1940 cohort ages over the life-cycle, is
subject to unanticipated earnings, health and mortality shocks, and experiences changes
in the health, economic and institutional environments over time. We account for the
changes in taxation (federal, Social Security, and Medicare tax rates), in Social Security
benefits, and in health insurance that have occurred over the period 1965–2005.5 We
estimate technological progress in health care along with utility and other parameters
of the model. From the point of view of the model, the age and time dimensions are
synonymous (a D 25 C t � 1965). Yet, we keep the distinction between age and time

nor endogenous longevity. Halliday et al. (2019) assume survival is exogeneous to health investments.
Yogo (2016) considers the problem of portfolio choice and health spending after retirement. Yogo (2016)
estimates the willingness to pay, or the value to the individual, of Medicare, developing a model for the
demand for health insurance over the life-cycle. Scholz and Seshadri (2010) estimate a model of retirement
and health expenditures and focus on the age 50+ population. They examine the effect of Medicare on
patterns of wealth and mortality.

5. We assume agents fully anticipate changes in institutions over time. This is mostly done to reduce
the complexity of the solution to the model and because other assumptions, such as assuming all of these
changes were unexpected, would also be unrealistic. For example, most changes to Social Security were
announced as early as 1983. It is also plausible to expect for this cohort that future technological progress
would yield improvements in life expectancy. See Blundell et al. (2016) for an attempt to model tax reforms
as unexpected changes in institutions.
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in the notation since counterfactual simulations will involve simulating a large number
of different cohorts, effectively allowing us to change t while keeping a constant.

At age a, the agent has wealth wa, and health status ha, the latter taking three
possible values corresponding to the self-reported health status scale we will use f1 D
poor, 2 D good, 3 D very goodg.6 Initial wealth and health status are given by w25 and
h25. The individual may elect to hold a job, characterized by the health insurance it
offers fa, taking three possible values f1 D no coverage, 2 D employer-tied coverage,
3 D retiree coverageg, and its level of earningsyea. If the job has employer-tied coverage,
health insurance is lost upon exiting the labor force whereas coverage is retained with
retiree coverage. His earnings if he works, yea, are stochastic and depend on age (and on
time, see equation (8)). He also obtains other income yoa (mostly from other members
of the household), interest income on his wealth rwa, and government transfers tra
if resources are too low. If such a state occurs, the agent has access to Medicaid.
Upon reaching age 65, the agent has access to Medicare independent of his job
status.

At any age a, the agent has up to four decisions to make. He chooses consumption
ca, medical expenditures ma, and whether or not to participate in the labor market
(qa D 1 if working, qa D 0 if not).7 At age 62, he becomes eligible for Social
Security benefits yssa , which he may claim or not, as indicated by da (da D 1 if
benefits are claimed at age a, da D 0 if not). At age 65, he becomes eligible for
Medicare. After age 70, there is no work or claiming decision (and everyone is
retired).

Health follows a persistent stochastic process, which depends on age a, time
t, current health ha, risk factors zt (obesity, smoking) and medical expenditures
ma.8 Medical expenditures ma are incurred voluntarily and improve health. This
improvement process has two benefits. First, it provides a direct utility benefit and
it increases the amount of time available for leisure and work, by reducing time being
sick (e.g., Grossman 1972), thereby increasing the quality of life in future periods
(Section 2.2). Second, it lengthens life. Longevity is endogenous in the model (Section
2.4).9 If the agent has insurance, medical expenditures are partially paid for by an
insurer, either nongovernmental (employer-tied or retiree) or governmental (Medicaid
or Medicare). Finally, if resources are sufficiently low, the agent qualifies for Medicaid.

6. Self-reported health is the only health measure available across all the data sets we use. It is commonly
employed in life-cycle models of labor supply and savings (e.g., French 2005) and highly predictive of
health care and mortality (Miilunpalo et al. 1997).

7. We do not model hours of work for two reasons. First, differences in hours of work by health status
are small, conditional on working (at least for men), whereas differences in participation are large. Second,
introducing a third continuous decision variable would add considerable computational burden.

8. The time dependence t of health h
a

reflects improvements in medical technology and increases in
smoking and obesity rates over the period 1965–2005 (see Section 2.4).

9. The maximum age is set at 120 for computational reasons. Solutions to the model are insensitive to
this choice for higher maximum ages (decision rules are not affected in a meaningful way).
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2.2. Preferences

The agent derives utility from consumption, health, and leisure. The amount of leisure
time available depends on whether the agent works and on his health status. We specify
the following utility function

u.ca; ha; qa/ D ˛h C
h
c
�
a .L � &qqa � 'h/.1��/

i.1��/

.1 � �/ ; (1)

where L is the maximum annual amount of leisure available, &q D 2000 is the number
of hours worked in a year when working full-time (qa D 1), � controls risk aversion,
and � governs how consumption ca is valued relative to leisure L � &qqa � 'h. Utility
depends directly on health status ha through the parameters f˛hghD1,2,3 and through a
leisure penalty f'hghD1,2,3, with '3 D 0 imposed as a normalization (L thus represents
the maximum amount of leisure available in very good health). This specification
of preferences closely follows the literature. We follow French (2005) by specifying
a utility function that depends on consumption and leisure time (time endowment
minus hours worked) and introducing a leisure penalty for being in poor health. The
latter adds an important channel by which health affects utility. Poor health reduces
time available for leisure and work. The notion of utility being derived from “healthy
time” dates back to the seminal work of Grossman (1972). It also allows us to model
complementarity between health and consumption (provided � > 1), in line with the
finding of Finkelstein, Luttmer, and Notowidigdo (2013) that the marginal utility of
consumption declines as health deteriorates. The specification we use is more flexible
in that we also allow for direct effects of health on utility (˛h). This in turn follows
Hall and Jones (2007). For example, using our notation, Hall and Jones (2007) use:

u.ca; ha/ D c1��
a

1 � � C ˛A
h
1�˛

B
a

1 � ˛B
:

Our parameters f˛hghD1,2,3 thus capture nonparametrically the term ˛Ah
1�˛

B
a =

.1 � ˛B/ of the Hall and Jones utility function for each of the three health levels.
The parameters f˛hghD1,2,3, by setting base levels of utility, influence the value of life
extension, since adding periods adds levels of utility, whereas gains in utility when
life cannot be extended operate at the margin (Hall and Jones 2007; Galama and van
Kippersluis 2019). Time preference takes the form of exponential discounting and is
characterized by the agent’s discount factor ˇ. Following French (2005), the agent
derives utility from leaving wealth wa to heirs if he dies at age a, which is represented
by a bequest function given by

b.wa/ D ‰
.wa CK/�.1��/

1 � � ; (2)

where ‰ measures the strength of the bequest motive and K controls the point
in the wealth distribution were the bequest motive starts affecting savings choices
(De Nardi 2004). Since the utility of death is not zero, altruism (a strong preference for
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bequeathing wealth to heirs) may reduce the value of health investment in extending
life (Pelgrin and St-Amour 2016). The preference parameters to be estimated are (˛1,
˛2, ˛3, � , L, '1, '2, � , ˇ, ‰).10

2.3. Resources

The agent’s resources will be affected by changes in the institutions around taxes,
Social Security and health insurance. The agent has four potential sources of income.
First, the agent has earnings yea, if he works. Second, the agent has other income yoa ,
which consists of spousal earnings and spousal Social Security benefits as well as
own private pension and annuity income. Third, the agent can collect Social Security
benefits yssa , if eligible. Finally, he earns interest income on his wealth, rwa, where r
is the real rate of return and wa is current wealth. Total net income is given by

ya D �n;t
�
yea; y

o
a ; y

ss
a ; rwa

�
: (3)

The net income function �n,t takes account of federal taxes as well as Social Security
and Medicare contributions and varies with calendar time t.

Resources available for spending (on either consumption or medical care) are
given by

xa D wa C ya: (4)

The government makes transfers tra to those whose resources fall below a floor xmin ,t

tra D max.0; xmin;t � xa/: (5)

The floor xmin ,t varies over time t as a result of changes in welfare programs.
Out-of-pocket medical expenditures are given by

oopa D  t .fa; a; tra/ma; (6)

where the coinsurance rate  t depends on insurance coverage fa, time t, age a,
employment status qa, and transfer receipt tra.11

The resource constraint is completed with the equation for wealth accumulation.
Agents cannot end the period with negative private wealth (waC1 � 0). Wealth at the
end of the period is given by

waC1 D xa C tra � ca � oopa: (7)

10. Technically, the preference parameter K is also to be estimated. In practice, K is notoriously difficult
to identify (DeNardi et al. 2010). We therefore set it at a value of $500,000 and test the sensitivity of the
estimated model (and of our results) to changes in its value (see Section 4.2). We find that the parameter
estimates are relatively insensitive to the choice of K.

11. Health spending is never infinite due to the fact that 
t
is always positive and the marginal productivity

of investing in health is positive but bounded.
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The earnings process, provided the agent works, is quadratic in age and features an
AR(1) error structure:

logyea D �0 C �1aC �2a
2 C �a; (8)

where the earnings shock is given by

�a D ��a�1 C "a; "a � N
�
0; �2"

�
: (9)

� is an autoregressive parameter and "a is a random error that is assumed to be
zero mean, homoskedastic with variance �2" , and serially uncorrelated. Earnings may
depend on health status and this likely occurs through labor supply rather than wages
(Currie and Madrian 1997, Chap. 50). In the model, the time available for leisure and
work is a function of health through the leisure penalty 'h (see equation (1)) and
through the labor-supply decision qa. Thus, although not explicit in (8), the model
allows for a relationship between lifetime (and current) earnings and health.12

Other income yoa is the sum of private pension and annuity income, spouse earnings
and spouse Social Security benefits. We specify the other income process also as a
quadratic in age a

yoa D �3 C �4y
h
a C �5aC �6a

2; (10)

where the income of the household head yha is defined as his earnings yea plus his Social
Security benefits yssa . The dependence of other income yoa on income of the household
head yha is included to preserve the correlation between own and other income at the
household level.13

It is possible to claim Social Security benefits starting at age 62. Social Security
status ssa (ssa D 1 if claiming and ssa D 0 if not), is governed by

ssaC1 D max.ssa; ssca/; 8 a � 62; (11)

where ssca is the decision to claim Social Security (ssca D 1), or not (ssca D 0). Thus,
individuals switch once (and permanently) from not claiming, to claiming status.

The social-security benefit received is

yssa D �aPIAt .aimea/; (12)

where aimea, the average indexed monthly earnings (AIME), is the earnings base for
computing Social Security income yssa . It takes the average of the highest 35 years

12. From the data we use, fixed effect regressions of earnings (conditional on working) on health yield
small and insignificant effects of health on earnings suggesting that health has little effect on the intensive
margin of labor supply (results are available upon request). This is consistent with French (2005), who
finds small differences in hours worked by health, but large differences in labor force participation rates.
Consistent with this, the model presented here allows for an effect of health on earnings through the
extensive margin.

13. In principle, the model could account for changes in family composition over time and decisions
within the household, which may be important for capturing life-cycle decisions. However, the
computational burden imposed by modeling individual decisions and outcomes within households is
too great to make this feasible in our setting.
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of earnings. The benefit at the full retirement age (66 for the cohort born in 1940) is
the primary insurance amount PIAt .aimea/ (Section 3.1.6). There is a penalty �a for
claiming before age 66 and a reward for claiming after (�66 D 1).

Since it is computationally infeasible to keep track of the entire earnings history,
we follow French (2005) and use the following formula for updating the AIME prior
to age 60

aimeaC1 D aimea C min
�
yea; ssmaxt

�
=.35 � 12/; (13)

where ssmaxt is the cap on social-security taxable earnings.14 As in French (2005),
we assume that the agent starts working at age 25. Since AIME is computed using the
average of the highest 35 years of earnings, AIME increases unambiguously until age
60 by up to ssmaxt=(35 � 12).

After age 60, AIME is only updated if current year earnings are sufficiently high
that they lead to the replacement of a year of low past earnings. We use the following
formula:

aimeaC1 D aimea C �
min

�
yea; ssmaxt

� � 	aaimea
�
=.35 � 12/; (14)

where 	a is the probability that the AIME will not be updated.15

2.4. Health Process

Health follows a dynamic process that depends on current health, ha D k for kD1,2,3,
age a, time t, risk factors zt (smoking, obesity), and medical expenditures ma.
Time dependence of the health process operates through improvements in medical
technology over time t (Section 2.5) and through risk factors zt. The 1940 cohort
experienced large increases in smoking and obesity. Not accounting for these trends
would lead one to underestimate the gains resulting from improvements in medical
technology. Since modeling risk factors zt endogeneously is computationally not
feasible in the model at hand, we treat them as exogeneous functions of time.16

We specify a dynamic multinomial model for health transitions. The transition
probabilities to health state haC1 D j, given that the agent is in health state ha D k at

14. No Social Security tax is paid on income earned above the Social Security contributions cap ssmax
t
.

In turn, the maximum allowable benefit amount PIA is only payable to those who had the maximum taxable
earnings for at least 35 working years and retired at the full retirement age (FRA).

15. We compute this probability by simulating earnings histories from the earnings process in the model
and counting occurrence of updating using the true AIME formula (i.e., the highest 35 years of earnings).
This probability is 9.1% at age 60, and it reaches 59% by age 69. As in French (2005), since we do not
keep track of the full earnings history, equation (14) implicitly assumes that recent earnings are sufficiently
large compared with early life replaced earnings that we can effectively treat replaced earnings as small.

16. Arguably, to a certain extent smoking and obesity trends over the 1965–2005 period were exogenous
to the decisions we model. For example, Cutler, Glaeser, and Shapiro (2003) argue that changes in the
technology of food production decreased the time cost of household food preparation, leading to increased
food intake.
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age a, and given medical spending ma, are given by

p
k;j

h;a
� Pr.haC1 D j jha D k; a; t; ma; zt / D exp

�
Hj .k; a; t; ma; zt /

�
P
j 0 exp

�
Hj 0.k; a; t; ma; zt /

� ;
(15)

where

Hj .k; a; t; ma; zt / D ı0jk C ı1j aC ı2j;t logma C ı3j;t Œlogma

2 C ı4zt ; (16)

and j D 1 is the base category (poor health).17 The productivity of medical expenditures
depends on the parameters fı2j,t, ı3j,tgjD2,3, which are allowed to vary with time t to
capture advances in medical technology (we return to this in Section 2.5). Health is
persistent, which is captured by allowing the parameters, ı0jk, to depend on k. Health
also depends on age, ı1j, which captures changes in health over the life-cycle that
are independent of health spending. This health-production function is consistent with
the view that health is a stock that depreciates with age a, and can be replenished by
investments ma (Grossman 1972). Medical expenditures improve health in a flexible
way, allowing in particular for a concave relationship between health and medical
expenditures.

The likelihood of death depends on age and health, and follows a Gompertz hazard

pkd;a � Pr.daC1 D 1jhaC1 D k; a/ D 1 � exp.� exp.ı5 aC ı6k//: (17)

Thus, mortality depends indirectly on medical expenditures through their effect on
health status. The endogenous nature of, not only medical spending ma, but also of
health ha and mortality da, is an important and distinctive feature of our model (see
discussion in the introduction).

2.5. Medical Technology

Technological progress in medical care is modeled in two steps. First, we estimate
the health-production function (equation (15)) for the year 2005, using MEPS data
(Section 3.1.4) to obtain estimates of the medical technology parameters ı2j,2005 and
ı3j,2005 (equation (16)). Next, we estimate the path of ı2j,t and ı3j,t (equation (16))
jointly with the preference parameters of the utility function (Section 2.2) using the
method of simulated moments (Section 3.2).

Motivated by the observation that improvements in life expectancy have been close
to linear over the 1965–2005 period, suggesting technological progress occurring at a
constant rate (White 2002), we model technological progress, that is, the parameters
ı2j,t and ı3j,t, as growing at the same constant exponential rate � for both: ısj,t D exp [�(t
� 2005)]ısj,2005 for sD2,3. Thus, the rate of technological change in the production
process is assumed to be constant.

17. We use log (1 C m
a
) instead of log (m

a
) to ensure that the production function is defined for m

a
D 0.
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2.6. Maximization Problem

Denote the state space at age a by ˆa D .wa; ha; fa; ssa; �a; aimea/. Subject to the
law of motion for wealth wa, social-security claiming status ssa, and average indexed
monthly earnings aimea (equations (7), (11), (13), and (14)), rules governing health
insurance status fa (Section 2.1), and the transition probabilities for the earnings
shock �a, health ha and mortality pd

h;a
(equations (9), (15) and (17)), the agent’s

maximization problem can be written as a Bellman equation

Va.ˆa/ D max
c

a
;m

a
;q

a
;ssc

a

u.ca; ha; qa/

C ˇ
X
j

p
h

a
;j

h;a

��
1 � pj

d;a

�
E�

aC1
VaC1.ˆaC1/C p

j

d;a
b.waC1/

�
; (18)

where pj
d;a

is the probability of death before reaching a C 1, conditional on health

transitioning to status haC1 D j (equation (17)), and p
h

a
;j

h;a
is the probability of

transitioning to health state haC1 D j (from the state ha), given age a and medical
expenditures ma (equation (15)). The term E�

aC1
is the expectation operator with

respect to the distribution of earnings shocks given current earnings. The agent first
observes his current health state and earnings shock at the beginning of the period. He
then makes decisions (consumption, medical expenditures, labor supply, and Social
Security claiming). At the end of the period, he faces uncertainty about the value
of health next period (and mortality) as well as about his permanent earnings shock
for the following period. We solve for optimal decision rules by backward recursion
using discretization of the state variables as well as the decisions (see Appendix A
for details). Table A.1 defines and lists all the parameters of the model. Figure A.1
shows examples of the decision rules for consumption and medical expenditures as
functions of wealth and health status. Expected utility is increasing in health and
medical expenditures are increasing in assets. Although consumption varies little with
health, medical expenditures vary more. Interestingly, it is not always the case that
those in poor health want to spend more (conditional on their state). The model includes
a mechanism whereby those in poor health at older ages may decide to stop investing
in health because the marginal benefit is lower than the marginal cost.

3. Data and Estimation

As is common when estimating life-cycle models (Gourinchas and Parker 2002; French
and Jones 2011; Pelgrin and St-Amour 2016), we use a two-step estimation strategy. We
first estimate auxiliary processes (earnings, health, etc.) and then estimate preferences
(Section 2.2) and technology parameters (Section 2.5) using the method of simulated
moments.

We use two main longitudinal data sets to estimate auxiliary processes and
parameters of the model: the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) for data on
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income, wealth and work (years 1984–2005) and the Medical Expenditure Panel
Survey (MEPS) to estimate the health process and obtain measures of total medical
expenditures (years 1996–2008). The PSID has data on health but not on total medical
expenditures of the agent. Furthermore, mortality follow-up in the public version of the
PSID is incomplete and leads to low estimated mortality rates (French 2005). For this
reason we rely also on the MEPS and its associated NHIS-mortality records match.
We combine the MEPS and PSID data sets into a single sample in the estimation
of preferences and technology parameters using the method of simulated moments.
Details on sample selection and additional details on the construction of variables used
in the analyses are provided in Appendix B.

In what follows, we describe the two-step estimation process in detail.

3.1. Step 1: Estimation of Auxiliary Processes

3.1.1. Resources. To obtain wealth wa (equation (7)) we require information on
earnings yea, other income yoa , Social Security income yssa , average indexed monthly
earnings aimea, interest income rwa, Federal, Social Security and Medicare taxes
�n,t(�), transfers tra, and out-of-pocket medical expenditures oopa (equations (3)–(7)).

Earnings, yea. Parameters�0,�1,�2, �, and �2" of the earnings process (equations (8)
and (9)) are estimated by individual fixed effects regression (�0 D �0i), which
effectively controls for cohort effects, and assuming a quadratic in age a (see Appendix
C.1 for details). Following the methodology in French (2005), we reinsert the individual
fixed effects in the residuals after estimating the age effects (�1, �2). Hence, they
show up in the variance, in particular in the persistence of earnings.18 The AR(1)
term �a (equation (9)) is then estimated using a minimum distance estimator.19

Earnings are hump-shaped and peak around age 49. The autocorrelation coefficient
� D 0.953 and the variance of the innovation is �2" D 0:024. We use these estimates
to simulate the 1940 cohort earnings process subject to earnings shocks.

Other Income, yoa . Parameters �3, �4, �5, and �6 of the other income yoa process
(equation (10)) are estimated by instrumental variables using education as an
instrument for measurement error (see Appendix C.2 for details). Other income yoa
is also hump-shaped and peaks at age 51. To get a sense of the relationship between
earnings and other income, a 10 dollar change in income of the agent translates into a
$3.25 change in other income.

18. We cannot directly compare the variance of earnings in the data with that implied by the model since
we set the transitory component of earnings to zero in the model (similar to French 2005 and others).
The standard deviation of the log residuals we use to estimate the covariance structure is 0.63 whereas the
stationary variance implied by the covariance process estimate is quite close at 0.57.

19. The role of age in the earnings process is a mixture of true age effects and real income growth since
age and time effects are not separately identified.
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Social Security Income, yssa . Social Security income is a function of average indexed
monthly earnings aimea, the primary insurance amount PIAt .�/, and the penalty for
early claiming �a (see equation (12)). Prior to age 60, aimea is given by equation (13)
and after age 60 by equation (14). The PIA formula is a function of time t to
reflect changes in generosity over time as a result of changes in social-security
insurance (see the next Section 3.1.6). Monthly amounts are converted to annual in
the model.

Interest Income, war. We use a real rate of return r D 4%.

3.1.2. Institutions: Taxes, Social Security, and Transfers. We account for changes in
institutions over time in estimating the model (Blundell et al. 2016). Figure 1 shows
the complete set of functions used to represent the changes in institutions that the 1940
cohort was exposed to over the time period 1965–2005. These are federal tax rates
� f,t (panel a), payroll tax rates for social-security �SS,t, and Medicare �MC,t (panel
b), the resource floor xmin,t used by the government to determine transfers tra
(panel c), the social-security replacement rate PIAt .�/ at the full retirement age FRA
(panel d) and the coinsurance function t(�) (panel e). We discuss these in detail in what
follows.

Federal Taxes, �n,t(�). We use the functional form of Gouveia and Strauss (2000) to
model federal taxes:

�f;t .y/ D a0;t

�
1 � �

a2;ty
�a

1;t C 1
��1=a

1;t

�
y; (19)

where y is the sum of all income sources. We use parameter estimates of the tax
function (equation (19)) for the years 1966–1989 from Gouveia and Strauss (2000)
and those for the year 2000 from Guner, Kaygusuz, and Ventura (2014). Missing years
are treated as follows. We use the 1966 estimates for the year 1965 and the 2000
estimates for the years 1990–2005. Panel (a) of Figure 1 plots the resulting average tax
rates for different levels of real income over time. Comparing 1965 to 2005 taxes, tax
rates in 2005 are slightly lower at the bottom of the income distribution and slightly
higher at the top of the income distribution.

Payroll Taxes, �SS,t, �MC,t. We use data from the Social Security Administration20

to obtain Social Security payroll, �SS,t and Medicare payroll tax rates �MC,t and
the caps on taxable earnings, ssmaxt and mcmaxt, for, respectively, Social Security
and Medicare contributions, over the period 1965–2005. Panel (b) of Figure 1
shows that payroll tax rates have increased over time, but remained constant
after 1990.

20. https://www.ssa.gov/oact/progdata/taxRates.html.
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FIGURE 1. Changes in institutions over time. Each figure shows how several of the parameters
in the model are allowed to vary over time. Sources and details on computation are provided in
Section 3.

Total Net Income, ya. (Equation (3)) is then given by

ya D �n;t
�
yea; y

o
a ; y

ss
a ; rwa

�
D yea C yoa C yssa C rwa � �f;t .yxa /

� �SS;t min
�
yea; ssmaxt

� � �MC;t min
�
yea; mcmaxt

�
; (20)
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where

yxa D yea C yoa C 1

2
yssa C rwa

is taxable income.21

Resource Floor, xmin,t. We use the modified real benefit (variable 12) for each U.S.
state of the Welfare Benefit Database (WBD), constructed by Robert Moffitt,22 as our
measure of the resource floor xmin,t. We convert amounts to 2005 dollars using the
Consumer Price Index (CPI),23 and weight by state population size (WBD variable
23) to obtain a weighted average over all U.S. states. Panel (c) of Figure 1 shows the
evolution of the resource floor over the 1965–2005 period.24 Transfers substantially
increased around 1970 but have since decreased. The average resource floor xmin,t over
the 1965–2005 period is $13,772.

Primary Insurance Amount, PIAt(�). The primary insurance amount (PIA) is the
Social Security benefit yssa to which someone claiming at the full retirement age
(FRA) is entitled, yssa D PIAt .aimea/ (i.e., �a D 1 in equation (12) if a D FRA). It
is a piece-wise linear function of aimet , with two bendpoints. For someone born in
1940 the bendpoints are at $642 and $3,872. Each dollar of aimea counts for 0.9 below
the first bendpoint, for 0.32 in the second segment, and for 0.15 above the second
bendpoint.25

To obtain a measure of changes in the PIA over the period 1965–2005 we use Social
Security Administration data on hypothetical replacement rates (median PIAt .aimea/
at FRA).26 Panel (d) of Figure 1 shows how generosity has increased since 1965. Social
Security initially amounted to about 30% of average earnings for someone reaching
the FRA of 65 in 1965 and grew to about 45% for someone reaching the FRA of 66 in
2005.

Early Claiming Penalty, �a. Social-security benefits are adjusted for claiming early
or late �a (see equation (12)). The FRA of the 1940 cohort is 65 and a half years, which
we round to 66. For every year claimed prior to the FRA of 66, the agent is penalized
with a 6.7% reduction. Thus, someone of the 1940 cohort claiming at age 62 will
receive 73.2% of his primary insurance amount PIAt .aimea/. But if the agent claims
after the FRA of 66, he is granted a delayed retirement credit, which for someone born

21. As an approximation of actual rules, half of Social Security benefits are deductible from taxable
income.

22. http://www.econ2.jhu.edu/people/moffitt/datasets.html.

23. https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/CPIAUCSL#0.

24. WBD data is not available past 1998. We assume the resource floor remained constant at 1998 values.

25. See https://www.ssa.gov/oact/cola/bendpoints.html.

26. See panel D for “scaled medium earnings” at the normal retirement age (NRA) at https://www.ssa.
gov/oact/NOTES/ran9/an2014-9.pdf.
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TABLE 1. Distribution of coinsurance rates by source of coverage.

Parameters 25th Median 75th Mean

No insurance 0.474 1.000 1.000 0.747
Medicaid 0.011 0.076 0.324 0.224
Private 0.11 0.257 0.511 0.348
Medicare 0.074 0.232 0.511 0.323

Notes: MEPS is used to compute the ratio of out-of-pocket health expenditures and total expenditures. Weighted
moments of the distribution are reported.

in 1940 is 7% per additional year, compounded. Hence, someone claiming at age 70
will see his benefits increase by 31% compared to age 66.

Health Insurance. The last item needed to complete the wealth equation (7) is out-
of-pocket medical expenditures, oopt (equation (6)). These depend on the coinsurance
rate  t(�), which in turn depends on health insurance coverage status fa, time t, age a,
employment status qa, and transfer receipt tra (equation (6)).

Health Insurance Coverage Status at Age 25, f25. Before age 65, the age of Medicare
eligibility, and for those in employment, health insurance status fa takes three possible
values f1 D no employer coverage, 2 D employer-tied coverage, 3 D retiree coverageg.

Both PSID and MEPS (public version), despite having information on health
insurance, lack information on retiree health insurance coverage. And there is no data
going back to 1965 that would provide us that information. We use HRS data to
calculate coverage rates of those without medical insurance coverage and for those
who are on private plans (employer-tied coverage and retiree retirement) born between
1935 and 1945 when they were 50–55 years old (unlikely to be retired).27 We obtain
the following health insurance coverage rates: no employer coverage 20.8%, employer-
tied coverage 39.3%, retiree coverage 39.9%. We then simulate agents at age 25 with
health insurance states in proportion to the HRS coverage rates and assume insurance
status is constant until age 50, after which changes occur as a result of individuals
exiting the labor market.

Coinsurance Function,  t(�). We exploit MEPS data from 1996 to 2008 to calibrate
the coinsurance rate function for the year 2005,  2005(�) (equation (6)) using MEPS
reports of out-of-pocket and total medical expenditures for each insurance coverage
state fa. Table 1 reports coinsurance rates at the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile as well
as the mean of the coinsurance rate distribution by insurance status. We use the median

27. We calculate from HRS the coverage rates for those born between 1935 and 1945 (the 1940 cohort)
when they were ages 50–55 (the youngest age group available in HRS). Hence, we assume the distribution
of coverage was similar when they were 50–55 than when they were 25 years old. Although this might be
a restrictive assumption, it is unlikely to play a large role as most of the spending on health occurs after
age 50.
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coinsurance values in the model as they are less sensitive to outliers. This yields a
coinsurance rate of 1 for those without health insurance, 0.076 for those on Medicaid,
0.257 for those with private plans (employer-tied and retiree coverage)28 and 0.232 for
those aged 65+ (on Medicare).29

Data on the generosity of health insurance  t(�) over the period 1965–2005 for
each type of insurance program is scarce. We therefore use the ratio of total (national)
out-of-pocket personal health-care spending (corrected for spending on nursing care
facilities) to total (national) personal health-care spending from the National Health
Expenditure Accounts to obtain a measure of the generosity of health insurance over
the period 1965–2005.30 We then apply this ratio to the coinsurance rate  t(�) for each
of the insurance programs: employer tied/retiree, Medicaid and Medicare. Panel (e)
of Figure 1 shows the coinsurance rate from 1965 to 2005 relative to the 2005 level.
The coinsurance rate was three and a half times larger in 1965 than in 2005. Health
insurance thus became substantially more generous over time.

We do not directly model private health insurance premiums. The public version of
MEPS, which we use to estimate the health-production function and the age profile of
total health spending, does not include private health insurance premiums. To account
for private insurance, we scale up our total medical expenditure figures to the level
of per-capita personal health-care spending from the National Health Expenditures
Account. This includes private health insurance premiums in total health spending,
in addition to the net cost of private insurance, which is the difference between
benefits paid and premiums collected (see Appendix B.2). Hence, we account for
premiums through adjustments in the medical expenditures variable. Further, our
analysis is a partial equilibrium analysis. Growth in employer-provided insurance
premiums would be expected to show up as reduced growth in wages. Indeed, Gruber
(1994) finds significant evidence of wage shifting. Therefore, our model may somewhat
underestimate the contribution of income growth in explaining the growth in health
spending and gains in longevity.

3.1.4. Health and Mortality. We use MEPS data (years 1996–2008) to estimate the
health-production (equation (15)) and mortality (equation (17)) functions around the
year 2005.31 The health process is a function of current health ha, medical spending
ma, risk factors zt (obesity, smoking), age a, and time t. Let hiaC1 D j,jD1,2,3, be
the health status at age a C 1 for respondent i, and current health status be hia D k,
kD1,2,3. Applying the dynamic multinomial logit (equation (15)) to the year 2005,

28. We could not find evidence as to whether retiree coverage plans are more generous than tied coverage
plans. Hence we apply the same coinsurance rate.

29. We do not model a deductible and coinsurance rate structure. Deductibles are heterogeneous, are not
available in the data, and are generally smaller than are copayments.

30. Tables 6 and 15 of “NHE Tables” at the following Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services web-
page https://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-Systems/Statistics-Trends-and-Reports/National
HealthExpendData/NationalHealthAccountsHistorical.html.

31. MEPS estimates represent the year 2005, but technically the average year in the MEPS panel is 2002.
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with controls for risk factors, zia (smoking and obesity status),32 we estimate

Pr
�
hiaC1 D j jhia D k; a; 2005;mia; z2005

� D exp
�
Hj .k; a; 2005;mia; zia/

�
P
j 0 exp

�
Hj 0.k; a; 2005;mia; zia

� ;
where Hj(k, a, 2005, mia, zia) is given by equation (16). Importantly, from this we
obtain the productivity parameters ı2j,2005 and ı3j,2005 of health spending mia around
the year 2005. However, before we can estimate the health process we need to address
simultaneity.

We observe medical spending mia for a given year (from a to a C 1) whereas health
status hia is measured at interview a and a C 1. Hence, we do not know precisely when
health status hia changed to hiaC1 and when exactly health spending mia occurred during
the year. This creates a simultaneity problem, as can be seen from a simple example.
Suppose someone had a stroke at the beginning of the time interval between the two
interview dates. As a result, we observe a worsening in health status from hia to hiaC1
and higher medical expenditures mia. However, the observed medical expenditures mia
are a consequence of the change in health (hia to hiaC1), rather than the change in
health status being the consequence of the medical expenditures mia.

To account for simultaneity, we use a control function approach as suggested by
Petrin and Train (2010). The approach requires the use of variables that are orthogonal
to the shock in health, from hia to hiaC1, but predictive of medical expenditures mia
(i.e., instruments). At age a, determinants of medical spending that are uncorrelated
with the health shock, conditional on health status hia and risk factors zia, are good
candidates for instruments. Income prior to the shock yia�1 meets the requirements.
First, income is persistent and determines health expenditures within the context of
the model. Second, it is not affected by the shock (it occurs before health status hia is
observed). Third, although income is correlated with health, it is plausible to assume
that it is not correlated with the shock, conditional on current health status and risk
factors. In the results section, we discuss a few robustness checks for this identification
strategy.

The control function approach is implemented in two steps. First, we estimate by
ordinary least squares (OLS) the first-stage regression

logmia D '1 C
X
k>1

'kI.hia D k/C '4 yia�1 C '5 zia C '6 aC �ia; (21)

where yia�1 is the log of household income at age a � 1.
In the second step, we compute the residuals from the equation for medical

expenditures O�ia (see equation (21)), which pick up the correlation between medical
expenditures and the error term in equation (16), and insert them in the equation for

32. For reasons of computational tractability, we use the estimated model parameters for smoking and
obesity to obtain an average effect of smoking and obesity for each age, and include these averages in the
health-production function when solving and simulating the model. Allowing the effects to vary by age is
a reasonable compromise between modeling risk factors as state variables and simply adjusting the mean
of the health process.
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the health process (equation (15))

Pr
�
hiaC1 D j jhia D k; a;mia; zia; O�ia

�
D exp

�
Hj .k; a; 2005;mia; zia/C !j O�ia

�
P
j 0 exp

�
Hj 0.k; a; 2005;mia; zia C !j 0 O�ia

� ; (22)

where !j are coefficients for each health state j. We then estimate the !j along with
the parameters in equation (16), by maximum likelihood, thereby accounting for
simultaneity.

Finally, the likelihood of death pd
h;a

in the next period a C 1 (equation (17))

depends on age a and health status haC1. We use mortality data from linkages of the
MEPS data to the mortality follow-up records of the National Health Interview Survey
(NHIS; see Appendix Section B.2) and estimate parameters by maximum likelihood.
Because mortality at older ages is not well captured in the MEPS-NHIS data, we
use a post-estimation calibration step so that projections of mortality rates match
cohort mortality rates from the Social Security Administration (see Online Appendix
Section C.4).

3.2. Step 2: Estimation by the method of simulated moments

In sum, to model health over the period 1965–2005 we use the health process estimated
around the year 2005 (see equations (15) and (16)), as well as the estimated mortality
process (equation (17)). Health is a function of age a, health state k, medical spending
ma, and risk factors zt. Mortality is a function of age a and health state ha D k.
Individuals start with initial wealthwa and initial health ha using an initial distribution
from the PSID (described in Online Appendix Section C.3 and shown in Online
Appendix Table C.2). That initial distribution accounts for the fact that wealth, earnings
and health are correlated. The estimated mortality and the year 2005 health processes
are used to model changes in health and mortality risk as the cohort ages. We further
account for important changes in the environment experienced over the 1965–2005
period by the 1940 cohort. First, changes in the efficiency of medical technology make
medical technology more productive over time at the rate of technological change �
(to be estimated). Second, we account for changes in obesity and smoking for the
1940 cohort over the 1965–2005 period, using the year 2005 estimated relationship
between health and risk factors. Importantly, the health process depends on the agent’s
decisions regarding health spending ma, which are influenced by the agent’s resources
and his health insurance status. We account for important changes in institutions as
well as in health insurance: federal tax rates, � f, t, payroll tax rates for Social Security
�SS,t and Medicare �MC,t, the resource floor xmin,t used by the government to determine
transfers tra, the Social Security replacement rate PIAt .�/ at the full retirement age
(FRA) and the coinsurance function  t(�).

We then use the simulated profiles (see in what follows and Figure 2) to estimate
the preference parameters (˛1, ˛2, ˛3, � , L, '1, '2, � , ˇ, ‰, see Section 2.2) and
technological progress � (see Section 2.5) by the method of simulated moments (MSM)
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FIGURE 2. Age profiles from data and simulations: solid lines show average profiles from the
simulation. Dashed lines show profiles from various data sources: the PSID for health, wealth, and
labor-market status, the MEPS for medical expenditures and the SSA life tables for mortality. For
the bottom-right figure, the fraction working is shown by health status (poor health is shown in blue,
good health in red, and very good health in green).

(Gourinchas and Parker 2002; Cagetti 2003; French 2005). MSM, in essence, compares
simulated life-cycle patterns with those in the data and seeks to minimize the difference
between theoretical and actual life-cycle patterns. A satisfactory match between the
life-cycle patterns observed in the data (the moments) and those generated by the
model constitutes empirical evidence supporting the model as a plausible description
of individual behavior.

3.2.1. Normalization. To facilitate the estimation of preferences we rescale the
parameters ˛h of the utility function (equation (1)), which capture a direct effect
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of health status h on utility, as follows:

˛h D h
�
x�min.L � 'h/1�� �1��

; h D 1; 2; 3: (23)

We further ensure monotonicity of the utility parameters ˛h in health status h by
defining 1, 2 D 1 C exp (�2) and 3 D 2 C exp (�3). Hence, instead of (˛1,
˛2, ˛3) we estimate the rescaled parameters (1, �2, �3), which are unrestricted and,
importantly, guarantee monotonicity in health (provided the estimated leisure penalty
'h is decreasing in health status h; see equation (1)). For the leisure penalty states '1
and '2 we define 'h D �h(L � &q) and estimate (�1, �2) instead (recall '3 D 0). Since
L is the maximum amount of leisure available and &q D 2000 is the number of hours
of full-time work, �h is the fraction of residual leisure available to a full-time worker
L � &q. The fraction �h will depend on health status h relative to very good health
(h D 3).

Thus, the parameters to be estimated by the MSM are

.1; �2; �3; �; L; �1; �2; �; ˇ;‰; �/:

Moments. We use five sets of moment conditions: wealth, medical expenditures,
labor-market participation, health, and mortality over the life cycle. Age profiles are
shown in Figure 2. For all profiles, we start at age 35 to minimize the impact that
mispecification of the initial conditions distributions might have on our estimates
(since we do not have data on the 1940 cohort in 1965).

Wealth. We construct an average wealth profile by age from the PSID, accounting
for cohort effects. We follow French (2005) and estimate an individual specific fixed-
effects regression with an unrestricted set of age dummies. We construct the wealth
profile representative of the 1940 cohort by using the average of the individual fixed
effect estimates for those born between 1935 and 1945. Average 1940 cohort wealth
increases steadily until age 70 when it gradually declines (dashed line bottom-left
panel of Figure 2, along with confidence interval at 2 standard deviation above and
below).

Medical Expenditures. Average medical expenditures are obtained from MEPS data.
We estimate a linear regression with a full set of age and 10-year cohort dummies.
Medical expenditures increase almost steadily with age over the life-cycle (dashed line
middle-left panel of Figure 2 along with confidence interval).

Labor-force Participation. We use the PSID and estimate linear regressions,
controlling for cohort effects (10-year cohort dummies) and an unrestricted set of
age dummies. We use ages 35–70 as few respondents work past 70. We set the cohort
effects equal to those born between 1935 and 1945 to represent the 1940 cohort. We
predict labor-market participation separately for those in poor, good and very good
health (dashed blue, red, and green lines, respectively, in the bottom-right panel of
Figure 2). Labor-force participation is relatively flat prior to age 50 with notably lower
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participation for those in poor health. After age 50, and in particular around age 60,
labor-force participation drops rapidly.

Health Status. We use PSID data to construct profiles for the fractions in poor and
very good health (the fraction in good health then follows from the other two health
states since the three categories sum to one). We estimate linear probability models
with cohort fixed effects and, once again, set the constant equal to the level of those
born between 1935 and 1945. We predict a steadily declining share of the population
in very good health and an increase in the share in poor health as the population ages
(dashed lines in top-left and top-right panels of Figure 2).

Mortality. We use cohort mortality rates for those born in 1940 from the Social
Security Administration (SSA).33 For each respondent in the MEPS and PSID, we
impute mortality so as to match SSA mortality rates. Hence, these moments will have
noise with a variance inversely proportional to sample size in MEPS and PSID.34

3.2.3. Identification. Although the model is in principle overidentified (we have 355
moments to estimate 11 parameters), identification of each parameter can be linked
to a particular set of moments. Wealth by age provides considerable information on
three parameters of the model: the time preference discount factor ˇ, risk aversion � ,
and the strength of the bequest motive ‰ (see equations (1) and (2)). In models with
a borrowing constraint and a resource floor, such as ours, a high ˇ, low � model will
lead to a wealth profile that peaks early in the life-cycle, whereas the wealth profile
of a high � , low ˇ model will look more like a buffer-stock model, where individuals
maintain a small precautionary amount of savings early in life as they are impatient
(Cagetti 2003). The bequest parameter ‰ regulates the extent to which the slope of
wealth decumulation differs from that of the accumulation phase. Identification of
these parameters also comes from labor-force participation rates by age as shown in
French (2005).

Moments of labor-force participation rates by age identify leisure parameters, such
as the leisure penalty of being in poor '1, or good '2, health (versus very good health),
the share of consumption versus leisure in utility � , and the maximum annual amount
of leisure available, L. Both '1 and '2 directly control differences in participation
by health status, whereas L sets the baseline level of participation for those in very
good health. The extent of the drop in labor-force participation around retirement helps
identify � , which governs the relative importance of consumption versus leisure time
in the choice to exit the labor force.

33. http://www.ssa.gov/oact/NOTES/as120/LifeTables_Tbl_7_1940.html.

34. Denote by p
d

a

the SSA mortality rate at age a and by n
a

the combined MEPS and PSID sample

size at age a. Then the standard error of p
d

a

, which accounts for sample size in PSID-MEPS, is given byq
p

d
a

.1 D p
d

a

/=n
a

.
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Since health production is already estimated (Section 3.1.4), the parameters ˛1,
˛2, and ˛3 control to a large extent the benefit of investing in health (Hall and Jones
2007); '1, and '2 also influence this choice as they penalize poor health in terms of
utility derived from leisure.

The remaining parameter is �, the rate of medical technological progress over the
period. Discrepancies between the actual health moments by age (and health state)
and simulated health by age (and health state), as well as discrepancies between the
actual mortality moments and simulated mortality, for a given set of parameters that
fit the age profile of medical spending well, can be reconciled by how the productivity
of medical spending translates into health (and hence mortality), ısj,t D exp (�(t �
2005))ısj,2005 for sD2,3. Hence, � can be pinned down by using this extra information.

3.2.4. Estimation. We combine the PSID and MEPS data sets into a single sample,
of total size N, with missing data (as respondents are almost surely only part of one
of the surveys) and therefore contribute to moments unequally, depending on age and
other observable factors. We assume data are missing at random, since both the PSID
and MEPS were randomly drawn from the population, and therefore we can construct
the jth moment condition involving some variable z as follows:

Qgj .�/ D 1

N

X
i2n

j

 
zi;j .�0/ � 1

S

X
s

Qzs;j .�/
!
; (24)

where zi,j(�0) is the adjusted data of respondent i contributing to the moment condition
(there are nj such respondents), and Qzs;j .�/ is simulated data from draw s of shocks
(earnings and health). S denotes the number of simulations. Stacking these moment
conditions, we obtain a vector QgN .�/ that has expectation zero at � D �0. The Method
of Simulated Moment (MSM) estimator is given by

O�MSM D arg min
�

N

1C �
QgN .�/0WN QgN .�/; (25)

where WN is the inverse of the covariance matrix of the adjusted data and � D N=S. This
matrix is obtained by bootstrapping the moments from all data sets used. Given some
regularity conditions, the MSM estimator is consistent for �0 for fixed S when N goes
to infinity. It is also asymptotically normal. An estimate of the variance–covariance
matrix of the estimates is given by

V. O�MSM / D .1C �/.G0
NWNGN /

�1; (26)

where GN is the matrix of derivatives of the moments vector with respect to the
parameters.

Since the objective function is generally not smooth and has local minima, we use
NEWUOA, a derivate-free unconstrained algorithm proposed by Powell (2006) to find
the minimum of the MSM objective function.
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TABLE 2. First-stage regression (equation (21)).

Parameters Estimate Robust standard error

'1 (constant) 1.450�� 0.186
'2 (good) �1.067�� 0.081
'3 (>good) �1.554�� 0.076
'4 (log income) 0.144�� 0.015
'5,1 (obese) 0.393�� 0.058
'5,2 (smoking) �0.129�� 0.054
'6 (age) 0.089�� 0.002

N 13,601
R-squared 0.204
Partial-F log income 92.12

Notes: OLS coefficients along with robust standard errors. ��p < 0.05.

TABLE 3. Estimates of the health-production function (equation (15)) around the year 2005.

Good >Good

Parameters Par Sandard error Par Standard error

ı0 (constant: <good) �1.062�� 0.353 �2.744�� 0.538
ı0 (good) 2.527�� 0.130 3.492�� 0.207
ı0 (>good) 3.149�� 0.180 6.065�� 0.272
ı1 (age) �0.052�� 0.009 �0.105�� 0.015
ı2 (log mia) 0.612�� 0.109 1.266�� 0.171
ı3 ([log mia]2) �0.021�� 0.003 �0.040�� 0.003
ı4,1 (obese) �0.260�� 0.085 �0.674�� 0.117
ı4,2 (smoking) �0.1039 0.069 �0.227�� 0.090
! ( O�ia) �0.526�� 0.102 �1.042�� 0.166

N 14,443

Notes: Multinomial logit coefficients along with bootstrap standard errors. ��p < 0.05.

4. Estimation Results

4.1. Estimates of Health Production and Mortality Processes

Table 2 presents the first-stage regression results for the lagged-income instrument
used in the control-function approach. Income predicts health expenditures and a
partial F-test soundly rejects the null that the instrument is weak (F D 92.12). Being
obese is associated with higher spending whereas smoking and being in better health
is associated with less spending. Table 3 presents the results of estimating the health-
production process around 2005.35 Standard errors are computed by bootstrap to

35. Results are robust to the inclusion of higher-order polynomials in O�
ia

and to the inclusion of an
extensive set of controls (education, marital status).
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account for the fact that O�ia is a generated regressor. A test of endogeneity is provided
by testing the restriction !j D 0 for all j. The residual O�ia is negatively associated
with health, consistent with the simultaneity mechanism outlined previously, and the
null of health spending being exogenous is strongly rejected (p < 0.001; see ! in
Table 3). Health spending increases the likelihood of being in good or very good
health compared to poor health ı2 and the relationship is concave ı3.36 Using the
estimates, a 50% increase in medical expenditures increases the probability of being in
very good or excellent health in the next period by 6.5 percentage points at $5,000 of
spending (22% are in very good or excellent health in the estimation sample). Health
decreases with age (ı1 is negative). There is considerable state-dependence in health,
particularly in good health states (represented by the ı0’s). Obesity (ı4,1) and smoking
(ı4,2) are negatively correlated with health, which affects the simulated 1940 cohort’s
health given the increase in smoking and obesity over the 1965–2005 period.

The maximum likelihood estimates of the mortality process (Online Appendix
Table C.3) reveal that better health is associated with lower mortality risk. Combining
the mortality (Online Appendix Table C.3) and health process estimates (Table 3), we
estimate the marginal effect of medical expenditures on mortality risk. Figure 3 shows
the resulting mortality rates by medical spending level and current health status for
individuals age 65+. Mortality falls with increased spending, especially when health is
good, but the effect diminishes as the level of spending increases. The bottom panel of
Figure 3 shows the marginal cost of reducing mortality risk by 10% by current health
status and baseline survival rate (the result of baseline health spending). The marginal
cost is close to zero at low levels of spending (low survival probability) for all three
health levels. But the marginal cost is convex for all three health levels and tends to
infinity at low levels of mortality. We also observe that mortality cannot be compressed
completely for any of the three baseline health levels.

The control function approach, although it produces plausible estimates, may
be biased. It is possible that income is predictive of health shocks even conditional
on current health. Self-reported health may not be enough to effectively control for
baseline health. That would violate the exclusion restriction (that income only has
an effect on future health through medical expenditures). Although we cannot test
that exclusion restriction formally, we can assess how sensitive our estimates are
to controlling for an extensive set of health measures at baseline. A more subtle
threat to the control function approach involves preferences. Past labor supply may
be determined by preferences that also determine investments in health. To the extent
that these preferences are heterogeneous in the population, they could invalidate the
exclusion restriction. We take education as a proxy for preferences since education
has been found to be correlated with, for example, time preference (Lawrance 1991).
We repeat the control function estimation with controls for whether the respondent
has heart disease, diabetes, high blood pressure, cancer, stroke, lung disease, any

36. Due to concavity in log (m
a
) there may be a point above which medical expenditures have a negative

effect on health. However, in the model medical spending only increases the probability of being in poor
health above $1.73 million. This is unlikely to occur in the model simulations.
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FIGURE 3. Implied mortality and marginal cost from the estimated production function, age 65+:
Effects are obtained by combining the marginal effects from the health process weighted by the
conditional mortality probabilities by health status and averaged over the population age 65+. In the
first panel, we plot those mortality rates as a function of health spending. In the second panel, we
plot the marginal cost of reducing mortality by 10% by survival risk implied by different levels of
baseline health spending.

limitations in activities of daily living and control for education to proxy heterogeneity
in preferences. We find estimates that are very similar, if not stronger (yield larger
effects) for (ı2j,2005, ı3j,2005).37

4.2. Preference Estimates

The first column of Table 4 reports baseline parameter estimates along with standard
errors, where the baseline is the model described thus far (we next discuss variations
on this baseline). We obtain an estimate for the general curvature of the utility function,
O� D 3:077 (se D 0.207). Given our estimate of the consumption share in the utility func-
tion, O� D 0:7159 (se D 0.005), we obtain a coefficient of risk aversion, keeping labor
supply fixed, of �. O�.1 � O�/ � 1/ D 2:4869. This value is comparable to what has been

37. Results available upon request.
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TABLE 4. Parameter estimates by method of simulated moments.

Parameter Baseline No bequest No penalty No progress K D 250e3 High � High ˇ

� 3.0774 3.1789 3.0887 3.1373 3.0975 5.0000 2.9773
(0.2070) (0.1885) (0.2857) (0.1646) (0.1581) � (0.1685)

� 0.7159 0.7150 0.7039 0.7116 0.7199 0.7180 0.7311
(0.0050) (0.0049) (0.0050) (0.0063) (0.0055) (0.0054) (0.0064)

�2 0.1638 0.1567 0.0000 �0.0970 0.1849 0.1872 0.1795
(0.0373) (0.0316) � (0.0166) (0.0313) (0.0414) (0.0454)

�1 0.3160 0.3262 0.0000 0.3156 0.3078 0.3017 0.3223
(0.0402) (0.0392) � (0.0264) (0.0387) (0.0166) (0.0391)

ˇ 0.9666 0.9699 0.9554 0.9675 0.9612 0.9547 0.9900
(0.0025) (0.0021) (0.0032) (0.0025) (0.0027) (0.0031) �

�1 0.1611 0.1585 0.2436 0.1314 0.1536 0.0149 0.1113
(0.0404) (0.0342) (0.0730) (0.0252) (0.0297) (0.0036) (0.0313)

	2 �5.3092 �5.3085 �5.3133 �5.3276 �5.3113 �5.2911 �5.3074
(1.2585) (0.9856) (1.0720) (1.1442) (1.4448) (0.3630) (1.5299)

	3 �6.7602 �6.7600 �6.7606 �6.8244 �6.7740 �6.7408 �6.7483
(1.8096) (1.4155) (1.5505) (1.4921) (1.5276) (0.5289) (1.9782)

‰ 2.5295 0.0000 2.5365 2.5500 2.4204 2.5182 2.5368
(0.6087) � (0.5834) (0.5948) (0.5914) (0.6243) (0.6407)

L 3102.2330 3102.2204 3102.2309 3102.2227 3102.2350 3102.2249 3102.2360
(15.8135) (27.3629) (29.3159) (14.7550) (21.6305) (15.9600) (23.1161)


 0.0071 0.0070 0.0046 0.0000 0.0062 0.0068 0.0059
(0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0006) � (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0006)

Criterion 314.810 318.258 450.311 384.826 350.736 349.053 741.098
D.F. 344 345 346 345 344 345 345
p-value 0.869 0.846 0.000 0.069 0.390 0.429 0.000

Notes: The overidentifcation test value is given by the value of the criterion function of the MSM estimator at the
minimum and is distributed as a chi-squared with degrees of freedom equal to the number of moments minus the
number of parameters to estimate.

found elsewhere (French 2005) and not far from the value of 2.0 used by Hall and Jones
(2007). We obtain a discount factor estimate of Ǒ D 0:966 (se D 0.0025), which given
1 C r D 1.04 yields (1 C r)ˇ� 1. Hence, the substantial amount of saving generated by
the model (and found in data) is not the result of a high ˇ. In comparison, our estimate
of Ǒ D 0:966 is somewhat lower than the parameter estimate of 0.992 estimated in Hall
and Jones (2007). The estimates of the fraction of residual leisure time lost (see Section
3.2.1) when in good health is O�2 D 0:1638 (se D 0.0373) and in poor health is O�1 D
0:3160 (se D 0.0402). Given the estimate of the maximum amount of leisure available
(in very good health and when not working) of L D 3,102.23 (se D 15.81) and that
workers devote 2,000 h to work, this implies a penalty of (3,102.23 � 2,000) � 0.316
D 348.3 h in poor health and (3,102.23 � 2,000) � 0.168 D 185.2 h in good health. The
estimates of 1, 2 D 1 C exp (�2) and 3 D 2 C exp (�3) (see Section 3.2.1) imply
an increasing positive effect ˛h on utility resulting from better health (see equation (1)).
The two bottom panels of Figure A.1 show that, once combined with the leisure penalty
for bad '1 or good '2 health (or alternatively, �1 or �2, see Section 3.2.1), expected
utility increases with health. Finally, our estimate of the bequest motive is‰ D 2.5295
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FIGURE 4. Survival probability as a function of baseline health status and medical expenditures:
solid lines show the predicted survival probability from the mortality process estimates (equation (17))
with technological progress and dashed lines show the same estimates without technological progress
over the period 1965–2005.

(se D 0.609). Using a specification of utility and bequest motive similar to ours, French
(2005) estimates a parameter of 1.69, a value we cannot reject statistically.

4.3. Technological Progress

We estimate � D 0.0071 (se D 0.0005) that implies an annual rate of progress in
productivity of 0.71%. This implies that medical productivity was 24.6% lower in 1965
than in 2005. Cutler and McClellan (2001) give various examples of important changes
in productivity that may have improved survival with overall positive benefits. They
point to a 1.5% annual decline in the quality-adjusted price of treating heart attacks as
a measure of technological progress. Similarly, Skinner and Staiger (2015) show that
in treating heart attacks there is roughly a 3 percentage point difference in survival
between hospitals with rapid diffusion of new treatments and those with low diffusion.
Improvements in risk adjusted survival average 0.5% per year over the period 1985–
2004. Hence, our rate of improvement in productivity � D 0.0071 (se D 0.0005) is
within the range of other estimates. In Figure 4, we plot survival rates for each baseline
health level as a function of health spending with technological progress and without.
The model yields a similar upward shift in the production function as has been found
by Skinner and Staiger (2015) for heart attacks. We obtain a pattern of larger shifts in
the effect of spending on mortality when agents are in poor health than when they are
in very good health. One reason is that there is less room for improvement in very good
health. The graphs imply that the marginal cost of increasing survival has decreased
substantially from 1965 to 2005. Importantly, such upward shifts in the production
function do not necessarily imply that agents in the model wish to spend more when
productivity increases. This depends on their preference for living longer (or in better
health) weighed against the opportunity cost of spending more on health. Upward
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shifts in the production function could very well lead to less spending as productivity
increases, since the marginal cost of purchasing better health goes down. From these
estimates, it is not possible to identify the source of increased productivity. Productivity
could increase because new treatments are more productive than older treatments
(treatment substitution) or because new treatments allow treatment of conditions that
could not be treated before (treatment expansion). In our model, both would lead
to higher productivity of health spending conditional on health. The model does not
differentiate the types of illnesses individuals have and historical data does not exist on
the relative role of treatment expansion versus increased productivity. However, there
is evidence that both played an important role (Cutler and McClellan 2001).

4.4. Model Fit

The baseline specification of the model fits the data quite well given that we only have
11 parameters to fit 355 data moments. Except for medical progress (�), which allows
for very restricted interaction with age, other parameters do not depend on age directly.
The Chi-square statistic for overidentifying restrictions is 314.81, which has a p-value
of 0.869, that is, the model is not rejected by the data. Visual inspection of the simulated
profiles in Figure 2 shows a rather close fit. The simulated moments are for the most
part within the confidence intervals of the moments estimated from the data. This is true
for the life-cycle profiles of: the fraction in poor health (top-left panel), the fraction in
very good health (top-right panel), average medical expenditures (middle-left panel),
the mortality rate (middle-right panel), wealth (bottom-left panel) and the labor-force
participation of those in poor health (blue line, bottom-right panel).38 An exception is
the labor-force participation profile of those in very good and in good health (green
and red lines, bottom-right panel), which are higher in the simulated profiles after age
55 than in the data. One possible explanation for this departure is that we did not
model private defined-benefit pensions, which may provide an incentive to stop work
early, as in French (2005). Still, the model captures the overall patterns of declining
labor-force participation without having to assume any direct dependence of utility
on age. Figure A.2 shows the average simulated consumption profile as a function of
age. Consumption is hump-shaped and becomes relatively flat in retirement. Overall,
the model fits well the age patterns of health, medical spending, mortality rates, and
wealth.

4.5. Alternative Specifications

In column (2) of Table 4 we report results from a specification that omits the
bequest motive. We estimate a slightly higher � but the change in estimates is minor.
Importantly, the estimate of �, the rate of technological change, is unchanged. However,

38. The model generates more inequality in wealth than what is found in the data. The interquartile range
of the wealth distribution is $368,946 in the simulated data compared to $270,703 in the PSID for those
between the ages of 25 and 84.
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the model without a bequest motive is only rejected at the 10% level by the data
(an incremental overidentification test statistic of 3.448 vs. a 10% critical value of
2.706).39 Thus, the bequest motive does not add much to the fit of the model, nor
does it impact our estimates of technological progress. In column (3), we set the
leisure penalties �1 and �2 ['h D �h(L � �q), see Section 3.2.1] equal to zero so that
utility (equation (1)) is an additive function of health and consumption/leisure only,
resembling the function used by Hall and Jones (2007) (without labor supply). Now,
the fit deteriorates substantially (chi square statistics is 450.31) and this specification
is soundly rejected (p < 0.001). In the fourth column, we report a specification that
does not allow for technological progress. Now too, the fit deteriorates substantially.
The chi-square test statistic is 384.826, which implies a rejection of this restriction at
any conventional level. In the remaining columns we estimate a specification with a
lower value of K (see equation (2)), a high value of � (5.0) and a high value of ˇ (0.99)
with very similar results in terms of the estimation of technological progress �. In the
latter case, the restrictions of that model get rejected by the data.

4.6. Coinsurance and Income Elasticities

Since the response of medical spending to variation in income and coinsurance rates is
central to our investigations, it is worth exploring the elasticities the model generates.
We first assess how total medical expenditures vary with the coinsurance rate (i.e.,
with the share that is paid out-of-pocket; see equation (6)). We model individuals as
facing the same coinsurance rate, independent of insurance coverage (except for those
with no coverage, for whom we assume 1 as in the baseline). We vary this coinsurance
rate by assigning values of respectively 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 0.95. In Table 5, we
report arc elasticities by age groups comparing average medical spending for each of
these scenarios. The estimates suggest inelastic demand for medical expenditures. The
estimates range between �0.61 and �0.74. A highly cited study of the RAND health
insurance experiment (HIE) (Manning et al. 1987), finds lower estimates, of �0.2 to
�0.3. As argued by Aron-Dine, Einav, and Finkelstein (2013), the RAND HIE was very
specific in the way it introduced price variation (took place over a 3 year horizon, with
a maximum out-of-pocket limit) and therefore its results may not apply to settings like
ours (permanent change in coinsurance rates and no maximum out-of-pocket limit).
Recent estimates using quasi-experimental methods suggest higher elasticities. Using
instrumental variables strategies, Eichner (1998) estimates elasticities ranging from
�0.57 to �0.78 and Kowalski (2016) from �0.76 to �1.49.

In a similar exercise, we gauge how medical spending reacts to changes in income,
varying potential earnings by 25% relative to the baseline scenario. As Table 6 shows,
the income elasticities are close to, or above one, in line with evidence from the
literature on the income elasticity of health spending (Gerdtham and Jonsson 2000).

39. The MSM criterion, provided we use the optimal weighting matrix, is chi-square distributed. Provided
we do not reject the baseline model, the difference in the MSM criterion of a restricted model and the
baseline model is also Chi-square distributed with degrees of freedom equal to the number of restrictions.
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TABLE 5. Coinsurance elasticities of health-care spending for different coinsurance scenarios.

Age xm.95/ xm.75/ xm.50/ xm.25/ "p(95=75) "p(75=50) "p(50=25)

30–34 520.0 601.5 783.8 1270.8 �0.618 �0.658 �0.711
35–39 710.4 828.7 1,071.3 1,684.0 �0.653 �0.639 �0.667
40–44 992.4 1,156.9 1,490.6 2,328.7 �0.651 �0.63 �0.658
45–49 1,346.6 1,572.7 2,043.1 3,174.3 �0.658 �0.651 �0.65
50–54 1,800.3 2,105.9 2,724.8 4,275.3 �0.665 �0.641 �0.664
55–59 2,268.2 2,654.0 3,472.0 5,499.1 �0.666 �0.668 �0.678
60–64 2,859.9 3,366.5 4,404.2 7,032.4 �0.692 �0.668 �0.689
65–69 3,314.4 3,923.4 5,190.7 8,329.8 �0.715 �0.695 �0.697
70–74 4,313.6 5,096.9 6,702.1 10,606.1 �0.707 �0.68 �0.677
75–79 5,033.2 5,970.1 7,908.1 12,637.6 �0.724 �0.698 �0.691
80–84 5,754.0 6,843.3 9,229.2 14,802.8 �0.735 �0.742 �0.696

Notes: The first four columns report average total medical spending by age group, xm. / for four levels of
coinsurance rates D(95%, 75%, 50%, 25%), applied to all types of coverage (Employer-tied, retiree, Medicare,
and Medicaid). The last three columns report arc elasticities, "

p
( ) for changes from 95% to 75%, from 75% to

50% and from 50% to 25%.

TABLE 6. Earnings elasticities of health-care spending for different levels of earnings.

Age xm.< 50/ xm.ref / xm.> 50/ "y(0 � 50) "y(50–100)

30–34 521.2 721.9 801.4 1.432 0.8
35–39 752.2 1,078.6 1,343.9 1.168 1.168
40–44 1,076.0 1,656.5 2,153.8 1.143 1.132
45–49 1,400.8 2,339.0 3,218.0 1.15 1.146
50–54 2,054.8 3,641.9 5,273.3 1.158 1.208
55–59 2,646.4 5,139.6 7,581.8 1.219 1.183
60–64 3,026.5 6,701.9 10,159.9 1.315 1.186
65–69 3,821.8 8,679.1 13,219.8 1.66 1.26

Notes: The first four columns report average total medical spending by age group, xm.x/ for 3 levels of earnings
x D(baseline < 50%, baseline ref, baseline > 50%). The last two columns report arc elasticities, "

y
(x) for a 50%

change from each point.

We estimate larger income responses at older ages, in particular after the normal
retirement age (age 66 for the 1940 cohort; elasticity of 1.66).

Overall, both coinsurance and income responses do not stand out as very different
from those reported in the literature.

5. Counterfactual Simulations

Although we employ a cohort approach for estimation (Sections 3 and 4), we
employ a population (cross-sectional) approach for the counterfactual simulations.
Given that the model is estimated allowing for changes in institutions, resources,
health insurance, and medical progress, we can perform a series of counterfactual
simulations aimed at identifying how these changes may have impacted health
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spending and longevity. Denote by � t the economic environment in year t, �t D
.�f;t ; �SS;t ; �MC;t ; xmin;t ;PIAt ; gy;t / where gy,t is the real income index applied to
both earnings yea and other income yoa (to account for growth in income over the
period), for which we use real GNP growth (on average 2% per annum). Time-varying
outcomes include changes in health insurance, summarized by the coinsurance rate  t
(see equation (6)), changes in the productivity of health care ıt D (ı2,t, ı3,t), which is
driven by the rate of progress �, and changes in risk factors zt (smoking and obesity).

We are interested in the effect of changes in the previous factors occurring between
1965 and 2005. We consider the 2005 population as our target for these counterfactuals.
The age distribution in 2005 reflects cohorts born in different years. Our model was
estimated for the 1940 cohort. To simulate the 2005 population, we perform a series of
cohort simulations starting with the 1905 cohort (which would be aged 100 in 2005).40

Denote by Yc,a(� t,  t, ıt, zt) the vector of average simulated outcomes for cohort c in
year t (which is of age a D t � c). Hence, the cross-sectional age distribution of these
average outcomes in year t is given by fYt�a;a.�t ;  t ; ıt ; zt /g100aD25. Our counterfactual
scenarios investigate the effect of changes in (� t,  t, ıt, zt).

To compute the 2005 distribution, a number of assumptions need to be made.
We have data on institutions and environment (� t,  t, ıt, zt) over the period 1965–
2005. For cohorts born prior to 1940, we assume the 1965 environment applies from
the moment they turn 25 until the year 1965, after which they experience the same
environment as the 1940 cohort. For cohorts born after 1940 we assume the same
initial conditions as for the 1940 cohort (see Online Appendix Section C.3), except
that initial earnings at age 25 are scaled up to reflect real earnings growth.41 Beyond
2005, we assume the environment is fixed and only medical technological progress is
allowed to continue at the same rate �.

5.1. Baseline and 1965 Scenarios

In Table 7, we report the results of the simulations for total medical expenditures,
out-of-pocket medical expenditures, and remaining (period) life expectancy at age 25
and age 50. We observe on the last row of the table that the model implies average
medical spending equal to $5,120.5 in 2005, $1,237.5 of which is out-of-pocket, and

40. Practically, we simulate 16 cohorts born between 1905 and 1980 (every 5 years). After computing
relevant statistics in 2005 for these cohorts (every 5 years of age), we interpolate for missing years of age.
This was done to reduce computing time, as simulating all cohorts for the 2005 population would have
meant solving and simulating the model for 76 difference cohorts.

41. The earnings profile of the 1940 cohort used in the estimation contains both age and time effects, which
are not disentangled. Therefore, we implicitly account for earnings growth in the estimation procedure. In
the baseline simulation scenario, each cohort is assumed to have the 1940 cohort age profile of earnings but
this profile is deflated by the number of years relative to the 1940 cohort. Someone from the 1950 cohort
reached age 40 in 1990, whereas someone from the 1940 cohort reached age 40 in 1980. In the baseline
scenario, the 40 year old person of the 1950 cohort has earnings of the 1940 person at age 40 plus 10 years
of earnings growth. In the counterfactual where we eliminate this earnings growth after 1965, earnings are
further scaled back by earnings growth since 1965 for each age. This effectively leads to flatter age profiles
for every simulated cohort.
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TABLE 7. Simulation of various 1965–2005 scenarios.

Outcome xm oop e25 e50
No changes (1965) 691.0 619.0 43.8 22.7

Independent effects
Insurance ( t) 2,328.5 585.5 45.0 23.5

�% 0.370 �0.054 0.185 0.149
Income (� t) 1,966.3 1,767.0 46.0 24.2

�% 0.288 1.856 0.328 0.273
Technology (ıt) 1,068.3 922.2 46.9 25.2

�% 0.085 0.490 0.470 0.463
Other (zt) 666.4 598.6 43.7 22.8

�% �0.006 �0.033 �0.015 0.021

Complementarity effect �% 0.263 �1.259 0.032 0.094

Source complementarity effects
Insurance+Technology 2,954.9 714.2 48.8 26.9
Income+Technology 1,919.0 1,669.8 49.8 27.6
Income+Insurance 5,897.5 1,468.3 47.1 25.1

2005 5,120.5 1,237.5 50.4 28.2

Notes: Average medical spending ( xm), average out-of-pocket medical spending (oop), and remaining life
expectancy at age x D (25, 50) (e

x
) is reported for each scenario in columns (1)–(4). The first scenario (no

changes (1965), row 1) assumes the 1965 environment remains unchanged. Rows 2–5 introduce, one at a time
(and independently), each of four scenarios (insurance, income, technology, and other) representing changes in
the environment over the 1965–2005 period. Row 6 provides an estimate of the complementarity effect defined as
the difference between the total change over the period and the sum of the independent effects (as a fraction of the
total change). Rows 7–9 introduce combinations of two (of the four) scenarios to investigate complementarities.
Finally, the last row reports results for the baseline scenario allowing for all changes to occur simultaneously. In
what follows, each scenario we also report the fraction of the total change from 1965 (no changes) to 2005 (all
changes) explained by each factor. The scenarios are defined and described in detail in Section 5.

that remaining life expectancy at age 25 is 50.4 years and 28.2 at age 50. From NHE
accounts, we obtain comparable figures of $5,370 for total spending whereas data
from the Human Mortality Database yields 51.4 years of remaining life expectancy
at age 25. Hence, the model replicates both the level of spending and period life
expectancy quite well. We then simulate the 2005 population assuming no changes
in the environment have occurred since 1965. Hence, we use (�1965,  1965, ı1965,
z1965) to simulate statistics for the 2005 population. The first row of Table 7 shows
average outcomes in this scenario (labeled “No changes (1965)”). Average total health
spending is $691, $619 of which is out-of-pocket, and remaining period life expectancy
is 43.8 years at age 25 and 22.7 at age 50. These line-up quite well with levels observed
in 1965. In 1965, comparable average total health spending was $1,032 (National
Health Accounts) and remaining life expectancy at age 25 was 45.1 (Human Mortality
Database). Hence, the model matches changes in these outcomes over the 40 year
period quite well.
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5.2. Independent Changes

We seek to decompose how specific changes in the environment contributed to the
growth in medical expenditures, out-of-pocket expenditures and life expectancy, over
the period 1965–2005. Rows 2–5 in Table 7 report the results. We start from the 1965
environment (�1965,  1965, ı1965, z1965) and allow for changes, one at a time, in each
of the four components: changes in health insurance,  t, labeled “Insurance ( t)”, the
economic environment � t, labeled “Income (� t)” (since � t captures taxation, social
security, and income growth), the productivity of health care ıt, labeled “Technology
(ıt)”, and changes in risk factors zt (smoking and obesity), labeled “Other (zt)”. All
scenarios represent changes over the period 1965–2005.

In terms of health spending (column (1)), the increased generosity of health
insurance (Insurance, t) explains the largest fraction of the increase, 37.0%, followed
by changes in economic resources (Income, � t) at 28.8%. Technology, ıt, on its own
explains 8.5% whereas other factors (other, zt) do not contribute to the increase in
health spending. If we only increase the generosity of health insurance, out-of-pocket
medical spending (oop; column (2)) decreases ($585.5 compared to $619) despite
a large increase in health investment (as measured by mt).

42 If we only allow for
changes in income, out-of-pocket medical spending increases substantially (from $619
to $1,767), which is more than the total increase in out-of-pocket medical spending
over the period. Hence, without an increase in the generosity of health insurance,
the increase in economic resources would imply that out-of-pocket medical spending
would be even higher than what is observed in 2005 ($1,767 compared to $1,237.5).

Now consider remaining life expectancy at age 25 (column (3)). Technological
progress explains almost half (47.0%) of the increase, followed by changes in economic
resources (Income, 32.8%) and Insurance (18.5%). Technological progress on its
own yields an increase in life-expectancy at age 25 of 3.1 years. To assess how
sensitive these simulations are to the rate of technological progress �, we reran this
exercise with � D 0.015 (or about double our estimate). That yields a “No changes
(1965)” scenario with outcomes that are very different from those observed in 1965.
Technology explains 70% of the gains in remaining period life expectancy at age
25, but interestingly, does not change qualitatively the share of total health spending
explained by technological progress. Hence, a higher rate of technological change
does generate higher life expectancy gains but not higher health spending. The effect
of technological progress depends on preferences.

42. We can understand this as follows. The elasticity of total medical expenditures m
t
with the coinsurance

rate  
t

ranges between �0.61 and �0.74 (see Section 4.6 and Table 5). Since ( =oop)(∂oop=∂ ) D 1 C
( =m)(∂m=∂ ) (see equation (6)), we would expect ( =oop)(∂oop=∂ ) to range between 0.26 and 0.39.
Thus, out-of-pocket medical expenditures increase with an increasing share of total medical spending
being paid out of pocket. This is consistent, in our more realistic model, with the observed increase in total
medical spending m

t
and the decrease in out-of-pocket medical spending oop

t
when the coinsurance rate

 
t

falls over time (first row of Table 7), that is, when we move from the “No changes” to the “Insurance
( 

t
)” scenario in Table 7.
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5.3. Complementarity Effects

The four factors discussed previously independently explain 73.7% of the total increase
in health spending between the 1965 and 2005 environment (summing the four
factors across column (1) of Table 7). Hence, 26.3% is left unexplained (row 8).
For life expectancy at age 25, there is little left to explain once we consider all
four factors. To investigate complementarity effects in health spending, we run three
counterfactual simulations where we implement two changes at a time. First, we
combine the Insurance ( t) and Technology (ıt) scenarios, then the Income (� t) and
Technology (ıt) scenarios, and finally the Income (� t) and Insurance ( t) scenarios.
Rows 7–9 in Table 7 report the results. Interestingly, the complementarity effect
in health spending is mostly due to the interaction between changes in Income
(economic resources) and Insurance while the complementarity effects that involve
Technology (Income+Technology and Insurance+Technology) are smaller. Hence,
the complementarity effect is a result of the estimated parameters and not a pure
residual. The model highlights that the increase in health spending does not come
from changes in a single source but that these sources jointly interacted to increase
spending. Technology is important however for longevity gains.

5.4. Welfare Benefits of Improvements in Technology

In Table 7, we found that almost half of the gain in life expectancy can be attributed
to technological progress. What are the welfare benefits of these changes? To answer
that question, we turn to a cohort simulation for the 1940 cohort. Denote the expected
utility under the scenario without change by V.Nc1965; ‚1965/, where Nc1965 denotes the
average consumption and leisure vectors (by health status) over the period 1965–2005
under that scenario and ‚1965 D (�1965,  1965, ı1965, z1965). Then for a scenario j, we
compute a compensating variation measure CVj from the condition

V..Nc1965; ‚1965/ D V.Ncj .1 � CVj /;‚j /; (27)

where CVj is the fraction of consumption over the period 1965–2005 (in the
environment with all changes) the agent is willing to give up in order to obtain the same
expected utility as in the environment with no changes. It thus provides a measure of
the value of improvements over the 1965–2005 period represented by the scenario.

In Table 8 we report the annuity equivalent value from the expected present
discounted value (EPDV) of consumption, medical spending, and after-tax income, as
well as remaining life expectancy for the scenarios defined previously: No changes
(1965), changes in Insurance ( t), Income (� t), and Technology (ıt), as well as a
scenario with all changes occurring jointly. We also report compensating variation
measures CV for each of the scenarios. We find that the technological progress
scenario yields an increase in cohort remaining life expectancy of 3.5 years at age
25, 3.4 years of which come from improvements beyond age 50. We calculate that this
improvement is worth 7% of permanent consumption (the annuity equivalent value
of lifetime consumption) or $3,108. The benefit of more generous insurance is worth
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TABLE 8. Cohort simulation with welfare calculations.

Scenario AE(c) AE(m) AE(y) e25 e50 CV

No changes (1965) 43.8 0.6 45.0 44.7 22.4
Insurance ( t) 44.2 1.1 45.2 45.6 23.1 0.071
Income (� t) 54.0 1.0 54.0 45.8 23.4 0.229
Technology (ıt) 44.4 0.7 44.8 48.2 25.8 0.081
All changes 55.3 2.7 54.6 52.8 30.3 0.357

Notes: We report for the 1940 cohort the annuity equivalent flow (AE) from the expected present discounted
value (EPDV) of consumption (c), total health spending (m), and after-tax income (y) (all in thousands of 2005
US dollars) as well as remaining life expectancy at age 25, e

25
, and at age 50, e

50
(in years), and the compensating

variation (CV) in percentages of 2005 consumption levels to maintain expected utility at the level of the 1965 (no
change) scenario (at age 25). We use an annual discount rate for annuity equivalent values of 4%.

7.1% of lifetime consumption.43 Overall, for those born in 1940, the combined changes
that occurred over the period imply a welfare benefit equal to 35.7% of permanent
consumption (in the scenario with all changes). This welfare benefit is composed of
a change in income and insurance, which improve consumption per period, without
necessarily leading to large changes in health/longevity, and a change that increases
the number of years this higher consumption can be enjoyed (longevity effect).

5.5. The Health–Wealth Gradient

There is a large literature in the social sciences studying the large correlation found
between health and socioeconomic status (Smith 1999). The model has three key
channels that can generate a correlation between health and wealth, which is one
measure of socioeconomic status (SES). First, those who experienced negative health
shocks are less likely to work and need to spend on health (because of incomplete
insurance) to be able to return to work, earn, save for retirement, and so forth. Hence,
there is a channel going from health to socioeconomic status that is implicitly the result
of imperfect insurance. There is also a channel operating from socioeconomic status
to health, as those with the highest human capital have greater incentives to invest in
health, since health is a normal good. In addition, earnings and health are correlated
through the initial conditions of the model (see Online Appendix Section C.3). These
three factors generate a health-wealth gradient in the model. In Table 9, we report the
fraction in poor health by wealth levels for those aged 55–65, both simulated and as
observed in the PSID. The simulated gradient matches the gradient observed in the
data fairly well. Note that the PSID gradient was not included in the moments used
in the estimation. Among those with less than $100,000 in wealth, we simulate that
35.9% are in poor health whereas the comparable number from the PSID is 31.4%.
The simulated gradient is slightly steeper at lower levels of wealth than in the data.

43. Note this does not account for the net present value of the change in private insurance premiums,
which were not modeled (see Section 3.1.3). Hence, we are probably overstating the benefits of more
generous health insurance.
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TABLE 9. Fraction in poor health by wealth levels (age 55–65) in simulation and data.

Fraction poor health

Wealth Simulated 2005 PSID 2005

0–100k 0.359 0.314
100–350k 0.066 0.167
350–500k 0.023 0.018
500k+ 0.009 0.072

Notes: We compute the fraction in poor health for 2005 in the PSID as well as from the simulation in the baseline
scenario. We select individual’s age 55–65.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we analyze the growth of health spending and longevity using an
estimated life-cycle model that is consistent with empirical reduced-form estimates
of behavioral responses to changes in the generosity of insurance and income. In our
model, agents make consumption, health investment, saving and labor-supply decisions
in a rich environment that includes several sources of uncertainty (health, earnings,
and mortality shocks) and institutions faced by agents over the life-cycle, such as
Social Security, federal and payroll taxation and health insurance. This framework
allows us to integrate, in a single model, the determinants of both health spending and
health/longevity.

In both the estimation and simulation, we account for several changes experienced
by the 1940 cohort: earnings growth, federal tax rates, payroll tax rates for Social
Security and Medicare, government transfers to the poor, the Social Security
replacement rate, changes in the coinsurance rate of job-tied, private and government
health plans, the rate of growth in medical technology, and trends in smoking and
obesity.

The estimated model enables counterfactual simulations. We create a population
model using these parameter estimates and changes in institutions over time to simulate
outcomes in the 2005 age distribution. We then perform a number of counterfactual
simulations to uncover the relative importance of various sources of growth in both
health spending and longevity.

We estimate that medical productivity has increased at a rate of 0.7% per annum
over the 1965–2005 period. The improvements in medical technology explain roughly
half of the gain in life expectancy over the period and are worth 8% of lifetime
consumption to the 1940 cohort. This estimate of the rate of technological progress
in health care is consistent with observed patterns in the data and consistent with
estimates from the literature that suggest a declining marginal cost of improvements
in health.

A second result is that growth in health spending is largely the result of growth
in economic resources, driven by growth in income, but also by changes in taxation,
Social Security and retirement benefits, and by the increasing generosity of health
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insurance over the period 1965–2005. The benefit of income changes and more
generous insurance are worth, respectively, 22.9% and 7.1% of lifetime consumption
to the 1940 cohort.

A third result is evidence of substantial complementarity between these factors.
On their own, income, health insurance, and technology explain less than two thirds
of the increase in health spending. The remaining portion is due to complementarity
effects. In particular, the complementarity effect in health spending is mostly due to the
interaction between changes in income (economic resources) and insurance, whereas
complementarity effects that involve technology are small. However, complementarity
between technology and income and between technology and insurance contribute to
gains in longevity. The model thus highlights that the increase in health spending does
not come from changes in a single source, but that these sources jointly interacted to
increase spending. Overall, for those born in 1940, the combined changes that occurred
over the period imply a welfare benefit equal to 35.7% of lifetime consumption.

Two important limitations of our approach should be mentioned. First, we are not
able to account simultaneously for both treatment expansion and substitution forms of
technological progress. Our modeling of technology allows us to account for progress
that lowers the marginal cost of improvements in health. Although this is consistent
with a number of improvements that have occurred (Cutler and McClellan 2001), it
may lead us to underestimate the contribution of technological progress on health
spending if the bulk of progress took the form of treatment expansion. Second, we
assume agents in the model perfectly anticipate changes in institutions over time.
Although this may be a good assumption for some of these changes occurring over
the long-run (social security, technological change), it may be less so for others (taxes,
government transfers, health insurance).

These results have important potential implications. First, technology per se is not
responsible for higher health spending. Indeed, a more productive technology could
decrease the cost of health maintenance or repair. It is, however, responsible for a large
portion of the gains in longevity. Second, simple accounting exercises that interpret
the unexplained residual in health spending as technological progress ignore that there
are important complementarity effects due to observable increases in income and
insurance. These complementarity effects are only apparent when one accounts for
such interactions. One interesting avenue for future research is to investigate whether
the rapid growth of health spending in the United States, relative to other countries, can
be explained by differences in the extent of complementarity effects between growth
in income, technological progress and in the generosity of health insurance between
countries.
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Appendix: A Details on Solution Method

A.1. Updating AIME

We follow French (2005) and French and Jones (2011) by applying an adjustment to
aimea upon claiming (ssa D 1; see equation (11)) to reflect any penalties or rewards
�a. This adjustment allows us to avoid having to carry the claiming age in the state
vector, thus saving on computation. Specifically, aimeaC1 is set such that

aimeaC1 D PIA�1
t Œ�aPIAt .aimea/
; (A.1)

FIGURE A.1. Decision rules and expected utility by age, assets, and health status: Using the median
level of earnings shocks and retiree health insurance coverage at age 45 and Medicare at age 75.
Health D 1 (poor), 2 (good), 3 (very good). Amounts in thousands and expected utility multiplied by
1 � 108.
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when the agent claims at age a. After this correction, we can effectively use �a D 1 in
(12).44

A.2. Solving for Decision Rules

Starting at the final age, which we set at T D 120, mortality is certain in the
following period. Therefore, the agent consumes all resources left at that point.
This means we know VT(sT). Proceeding recursively, we discretize the continuous
variables of the state-space with more points at lower values (assets and average
indexed monthly earnings). We use 32 asset points and 24 AIME points. To solve for
optimal consumption and medical expenditures, we use grid search. We first condition
on a choice of consumption and then find optimal m�(c) conditional on that choice
of consumption. We then conduct golden-section search on c using m�(c). We use
bi-linear interpolation for next period’s value function. For integration of earnings
shocks, we follow the discrete approximation approach of Tauchen (1986) and use 9
points. The solution method produces reasonable decision rules. In the figure in what
follows, we plot the consumption and medical expenditure decision rules as well as
expected utility by assets levels wa and health at age 35 and 75. We fix the earnings
shock to the median value and look at those with either an employer health insurance
plan with retiree coverage (age 35) or Medicare (age 75).

Once we have solved for optimal decision rules, we simulate the life paths of
5,000 agents using draws of earnings, health, mortality, and initial conditions from the
data (described in the next section). Draws are fixed in estimation as well as when

FIGURE A.2. Average simulated consumption by age: 5000 simulated invdividuals at estimated
value of parameters.

44. This can be best understood by a simple example. Say the penalty at age 62 for claiming is such that
�

a
D 2=3 and the primary insurance amount is PIA

t
D 1=2. Then an aime

62
D 1200 is adjusted such that

aime
63

D 2� 2=3� 1=3� 1200 D 800. Thus (A.1) simply applies the reduction �
a

at the age of claiming
so that we no longer need to keep track of claiming age a.
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conducting counterfactual scenarios. In what follows, we plot the average consumption
profile simulated from the model.

A.3. Parameter Definitions

The following table lists key parameters of the model and their definition.

TABLE A.1. Definitions of parameters and variables.

Preferences
� Risk aversion ‰ Strength of bequest motive
ˇ Discount factor K Wealth shifter of bequest motive
˛h Health utility shifters � Share of consumption in utility
'h Leisure penalty in poor health &q Time devoted to work

�h, 	h Normalization for ˛h (see 23) �h Fraction residual leisure (Section 3.2.1)
b(wa) Bequest function u(�) Utility function
L Total time endowment

Resources and spending
wa Wealth ye

a
Earnings

m
a

Medical exp. c
a

Consumption
qa Work status ssca SS claiming
ssa Past claiming status fa Insurance status
yo

a
Other income yss

a
Social security income

xa Cash-on-hand ya Total after tax income
tra Transfers oopa Out-of-pocket medical exp.
fa Insurance status ssmaxt Social security maximum taxable earn
�SS,t SS contribution rate �MC,t Medicare contribution rate
�

n,t(�) After-tax income function r Interest rate
xmin ,t Resource floor  t(�) Coinsurance rate
PIA

t
.�/ SS benefit function  Autocorrelation earnings shocks

�
"

Standard deviation of earnings shocks �
a

Early/late claiming adjustment
�a AME adjustment factor aime

a
Average indexed monthly earnings

�a Earnings shock

Health
ha Health zt Risk factors


 Rate of technological progress p
kj

h;a
Health transition probabilities

p
j

d;a
Probability of death
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